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ABSTRACT
RETHINKING AMBULATORY CARE DELIVERY
MAY 2019
SENADA DUSHAJ, B.S., KEENE STATE COLLEGE
M.Arch. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Pari Riahi

The purpose of the thesis is to explore and find ways in making architecture part of the healing
process within the specific healthcare setting of ambulatory care. To do so, the project aims at not only
serving as a clinic for patients, but also to playing a role to make clinics a more human place by
integrating healthcare and community. Understanding that architecture can be an important factor in longand short-term healthcare and healing processes, the thesis focuses on ambulatory care facilities in rural
areas. The project’s goal is to explore, understand and solve some of the problems that characterize
outpatient clinics; such as waiting time and quality of healthcare delivery. Also, it focuses on studying
indoor-outdoor spaces and treating them as environments that will improve the productivity of staff in
work as well as designing a friendly patient and family environment. Through the lens of architecture,
this research attempts to elaborate on the complex relationship between doctors, staff, patients, and
community. The project argues that ambulatory care facilities should not be limited to only provide
clinical space, but they should be flexible to account for future expansion and accommodate new
technologies and to take into a high consideration the human scale. By introducing natural light, adding
supportive programs and improving wayfinding in the clinic, this thesis will try to answer the following
questions: How to design places for improved patient experience? How to lower the stress and confusion
on a medical appointment? How to make ‘one-day’ patients’ part of a more integrated and wholesome
experience? The site selected for this thesis is located in a historic district in Claremont, NH. This design
is serving as a model that can be applied in rural towns with similar history and architecture.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Healthcare buildings, unlike commercial buildings, are designed to have a longer lifespan.
Knowing that they are typically used for more than 50 years, they should have a built-in capacity to adjust
to new technologies and patient needs. According to Cynthia A Librcok, there are five main categories of
healthcare: inpatient cares, ambulatory care, diagnostic and treatment functions, supportive services and
the public spaces. It is important to understand these different components of healthcare sector before
starting to plan and design medical buildings. They are integrated together and most of the time they
derive the form of hospital buildings.1
Healthcare industry is the place where medical staff and designers of spaces can make a
difference in people's lives. Medical care affects people’s lives and their well-being in critical manners. A
patient’s family and their community are an important part of their healing process. Some of the reason
dehumanization of hospital is happening is cost; to get a quality service is so expensive for patients,
defensive medicine: doctors recommend numerous diagnostic tests and medical treatment that might not
be necessary and this happens because they are afraid they will be sued if they fail on putting the right
diagnosis or giving patients the needed treatment.2 Science has evolved and so many cures are invented
but medical staff still reports more dissatisfaction in their work
environments in nowadays, patients are also not satisfied with
the healthcare delivery they get. Traditionally hospitals have
been places where the attention was primarily focused on the
efficiency of medical care and hygiene. By studying human
needs and reflecting on them one may develop solutions to
solve many of the existing problems in health care

1

Sprow R.. 2012

2

Haque OS, Waytz A. 2012

1

Figure 1 – Impact of Healthcare on other fields. Source:
Google image ( November 2018)

environments.
The purpose of this thesis is to explore how architecture can be an active part of the healing
process, primarily through empathizing with patients’ experience of health care environments.
Developing the sustainable facet of the project is also critical, as a sustainable healthcare environment
will create and maintain a balance between social, environmental and economic aspects of working and
living. Fig.2 By implementing sustainable strategies such as the use of nontoxic and natural resources,
providing clean air, the good quality of environment increase.

Figure 2 – Human Centered Diagram

Source: Author (December 2018)

Clinics in rural areas are different from larger urban clinics. Resident of rural areas have bigger
privacy concerns to seek care for mental health, drug addiction or common chronic illness. Also,
residents in rural areas with low health literacy are hesitant to seek help from healthcare professionals due
to fear of communicating with them. Another reason why rural clinic is different is the lack of public
transportation. Through studying the ambulatory care in rural areas where the population is in decline
and health problems are significant, this thesis beyond the immediate care is proposing a new and
combined program to juxtapose community-centered activities with that of a standard clinic. The studies3

3

Medpac. Advising the Congress on Medicare issues. http://www.medpac.gov/-research-areas-/ambulatory-care-settings
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have shown that combining these two types of programs together, will allow the patients obtain a better
care, while also making possible for families and the more extended community to partake in diverse
local activities. Health improvements are more noticed in old people when they have access to different
programs related with their health. Also, in doing so, the medical staff will remain involved with the
different facet of the Community’s wellbeing by learning what is happening outside “the four walls” of
clinic. 4

What is ambulatory care?
Ambulatory care services concentrate on medical procedures provided on an outpatient basis on the sameday that does not require admission. They offer medical services as diagnosis, observation, treatment and
rehabilitation.3
The decentralization of hospitals where medical procedures are performed in outpatient clinics
started in late 1970s. While ambulatory care started as centralized systems where everything was done
inside the hospital, there is an ongoing shift which is transforming ambulatory care. Most surgeries, and
many medical and diagnostic procedures, required patients to plan for an inpatient hospital stay now they
can have these services in ambulatory care as well. Some of the reasons why this shift is happening are:
A) Cost: where the total cost of operating clinics has shown to be lower than in hospitals B) Patient
expectation: the possibility of locating, and conducting shorter visits are what patient want and expect. C)
From the Physicians’ point of view, the extended flexibility of their work environment in comparison to
that of the big hospitals is noteworthy. Chronic diseases are more easily treated in outpatient clinics as
clinics has proven that are more cost-effective and more patient focused. Knowing these facts, as
designers, there is a need to rethink design strategies for ambulatory care buildings.

4

Medpac. Advising the Congress on Medicare issues. http://www.medpac.gov/-research-areas-/ambulatory-care-settings
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CAHPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEWS

2.1 Human-Centered Design
As the goal of this thesis is to propose a model and a prototype for what the healthcare facility of
the future can be, I investigated the evidence-based design methods. By harmonizing ecological
principles and people’s well-being, my ultimate goal is to achieve a better healing for patients. In her
Book Design Details for Health, the award-winning author, designer and international lecturer, Cindy
Leibrock focuses on the design of long-term care as assisted living, home health care or caring for people
with dementia, ambulatory care where focus is on day care and respite and medical offices. Programming
and designing hospitals to meet the needs of aging populations is a current problem and a big challenge
on healthcare system around the world and especially in the western world, and in particular the US
which has a larger aging population. With the improvement of healthcare systems in US , the number of
seniors is predicted to increase. According to a new government report, Americans are living longer. 5
Assisted living is relatively a new term and a recent system in USA. In 1992, the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services published "Building Assisted Living for The Elderly into
Public Policy: A Guide for States" to help state policy makers examine an emerging concept for providing
residential, home-like settings for elders.6 We see the emergence of early models of assisted living in
response to offering a more desirable environment to elderly people, which is achieved by bringing
together physical environments, care and service capacity.

5Kaplan

K. 2014.

6 Hawes

C, Wildfire JB, Lux LJ 1991.

4

The concept of the Assisted living, born in Europe and also emerged in United states in later
years, is that elder people will continue to live their life as before with the possibility of having their
medical services closer to them; ‘They (residents) will not be moved along the continuum of care from
independent living to assisted living to skilled nursing’ 7. The program layout is slightly different from
the American examples, but much more accessible for all types of residents. ‘The apartments are built
over an ambulatory health-care facility offering skilled nursing to one third of the residents, assistance

Figure-3 Lifetime care without moving. Courtesy of Stichting Humanitas Rotterdam. (November 2018)

to another third in the apartments while the remaining third receive no services and live independently.’8
Studies has shown that it is more difficult for aged people to adjust to new changes that younger ones9 ,
so instead of bringing them to an assisted living facility, a home care provider delivers nursing care to
them.
Other designing elements such as a courtyard and landscaping added on this type of mixed program that
offers shopping, dining and healthcare to the residents, have a positive impact on the healing
environment. On the other hand, assisted living in the united states is a nursing home model based. The
Stratford assisted living, in San Mateo, California is a ten-story condominium complex. ‘This is one of
7 Leibrock

2012, 8)
2012, 9
9 Matamales, Miriam, et al. 2016
8 Leibrock

5

the few complexes in the United States licensed for both independent living and assisted living in each
residence’10
The program includes hotel services, a library, a swimming pool and dining area.
As we can read, here in US designers are also trying to design less institutional models where residents as
patients and families feel more homelike. The author suggests that the environmental layers such as entry
landscaping, night lighting, courtyards as well the deck (homelike element) should be clearly defined and
will help elder people to integrate better on new social situation.
As they got older, it gets harder for people to
adopt to changes because of the brain circuit that
help people cope with changes fades with age. It is
designers’ job to program health care environments
that fit to the seniors and in general all patient’s
needs.

Figure -4 A comfortable library with natural materials creates a homelike
public space. Courtesy of Seccombe Design Associates, Inc. © Chas
McGrath. (November 2018)

2.2 Sustainable Architecture
The hospitals should be considered not only as healing places for people but healing spaces for
the environment as well. By saving the environment, hospitals help to prevent people from getting sick
too. On the twenty first century, the goals are to design zero energy, carbon neutrality and energy
independent buildings. Designing a carbon neutral building can be achieved through shifting source
energy from fossil fuel to zero carbon renewables such as solar or wind.11 Considering that water is
highly used in healthcare institutions, an estimate 7% of total water use in US commercial and

10 Leibrock

2012, 15
Robin, and Gail Vittori 2013

11 Guenther,

6

institutional facilities is attributed to hospitals and other health care facilities.12 Designing a sustainable
healthcare building is a challenge that architecture is facing on the twenty first century. Designing while
managing complex systems, their constraints, and priorities implies additional challenges are to be
overcome.
Construction and maintaining cost of hospitals is high compared with other building types in us,
this is because of their very complex systems and expensive machineries and equipment’s they need. As
the highest energy consumers and generators of waste8, healthcare facilities should anticipate sustainable
standards. In Sustainable Healthcare Architecture, Robin Guenther Gail Vittoir observe the impact of
human activities on design: "Until recently, healthcare owners, architects, and engineers have been
unaware of the impact that sustainable design concerns have had on the larger design industry."

13

Following my initial interest on sustainable design on healthcare facilities, I have been particularly
interested on bringing together societal and technical aspects of green or ‘passive’ healthcare buildings,
how these two interfaces. Also, a significant trend in medical architecture for now how a sustainable
design can be integrated into an evidence-based design.
Hospital San Vicente de Paul Rionegro, Colombia is one example where human side of hospitals
is integrated with sustainable strategies. It was founded as a healing center of excellence and innovation
that is up to the best in the world in high complexity medicine.14 The first LEED certified hospital in
Colombia integrates innovation, technological process and the responsible use of natural resources. One
of design goals was to fulfill healthcare needs with an architectural efficient design that serves the patients
as well as all the community in the notion of an environmental-friendly institution. This is approached by
harmonizing ecological principles and welfare of people. Special attention is given to hospital
environment and patient healing by providing interior spaces that would inspire healing and wellbeing to
the patients.

2012 recreational water quality criteria. Environmental
2012. https://search.proquest.com/docview/1220674980.
13 Guenther, Robin, and Gail Vittori, 2013
14 Medical Tourism Magazine, 2012
12
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Figure 5-First Floor Plan. Source: Diego Fernando Uribe Architect (November 2018)

Mobility versus comfort of users is very important in hospital buildings Hospital San Vicente de
Paul Rionegro is divided into 5 blocks for each specialized care with their diagnostic and therapeutic
support. It has a very clear differentiated and hierarchical circulations with separated corridors according
to patient’s needs as well as allowing patients and family to easily identify each clinic with its associated
color, even from outside. The circulation through exterior and the interior facilities is easily accessible
with intuitive wayfinding.
The scheme for the patient rooms(fig.7) is designed like the hotel model to provide the best
possible comfort to the users and their families.
Approximately 30% of them can be
convereted into double rooms. ICU rooms have
units that allow the family to accompany the criticalstate

patients without interfering with

medical procedures. To promote family support, a
family area is part of each ICU recovery room.15
Figure 6 -Lobby at entrance. Source: Perkins+Will
(November 2018)
15 Diego

Fernando Uribe Architect

8

Figure 7- ICU Rooms with its fourth family Annex Source: Diego Fernando Uribe Architect (November
2018)

The new Hospital have environmentally
friendly and energy-efficient facilities with eco-design
standards. To preserve green areas, they implemented
xeriscaping (figure 8) and planting of local species
where gardening does not need a lot of supplemental
water from irrigation.
To build a sustainable site that is going to
serve the building as well as the surrounding
environment, native forests are protected by

Figure 8- xeriscaping. Source: Diego Fernando Uribe Architect
(November 2018)

integrating the building in the right place on site. The design minimizes the paved surfaces to reduce the
heat island effect where the parking spaces have permeable floors that allow water to steep directly into
the ground. Narrow floor plate usually allows for more natural ventilation and daylit, also highly
integrated are the patios, skylight and galleries. Rainwater is stored in retention pond for (limited)
irrigation and wastewater systems. 70% of building area is naturally ventilated and passively cooled and
solar thermal provides 100% of daytime domestic water heating requirements.16

16 Guenther,

Robin 2013

9

This hospital is in Equator with a tropical climate but there are some sustainable design elements
from this project that can be easily integrated in cold climates as well. Sustainable strategies as well as
healing medical facilities in this build project makes it a low-energy medical campus as well as present a
good example of a bio-climatically responsive system solution.

Figure 9- Overview of the hospital Source: Diego Fernando Uribe Architect (November 2018)

2.3 The Future-Patient Centered Medical Home Model
Healthcare is always in search of finding
more efficient ways to deliver care, and in the last
decade an innovative method has emerged which is
worth

studying

further.

“The

Patient-Centered

Medical Home (PCMH) is a care delivery model
whereby patient treatment is coordinated through
their primary care physician to ensure they receive
the necessary care when and where they need it, in a
Figure -10 - Patient center medical home diagram Source: PCMH
(October 2018)

10

manner they can understand”17 . The goal of this system is having a unified setting that enables
partnerships between the patient, their personal physicians and the patient’s family when appropriate.
PCMH promotes outcomes of smarter spending (reducing cost), healthier people, better care as well as
primary care staff satisfaction.
Pilot projects are testing in nearly every state of in the US. Summary of data on cost outcomes
from Patient Centered Medical Home Interventions shows a significant reduction on hospital total cost
after implementing this type of delivery care. 18
The so-called episodic care on the clinic has been less beneficial to the patients as the studies
show. The ‘fragmented’ care is problematic especially for the patient with chronic illnesses. “The PatientCentered Medical Home seeks to strengthen the provider-patient relationship by replacing illness-based
episodic care with a long-term relationship with a primary care team emphasizing continuity of care,
collaborative care, and patient activation.”19
As this new idea is emerging, new changes on the floor plan layout offers pleasant spaces for the
care team to share and consult to each other and also reducing line of sight in clinic. A century ago
doctors went to patient’s home and covered everything up to minimal surgical procedures. Years later, the
patient had to go to the clinic to obtain the treatment needed. Now, rather than sending the patient from
specialist to specialist, this all-in-one, integrated design facility allows for the patient to be treated in one
place.
The author of the book “Medical and Dental Space planning: A Comprehensive Guide to design,
Equipment, and clinical Procedures” Jain Malkin addresses psychological expectations including wellbeing as an important factor to improve patients as clinical needs. According to Malkin, teamwork spaces,
larger exam rooms, and spaces for multidisciplinary doctors can facilitate greater collaboration and
communication amongst them.20

ACP-American College of Physicians
K. and Grundy, P.2010
19 Boulder Associates Architects
20 Malkin J. 2002
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18 Grumbach,
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Further on her book, she emphasizes that wayfinding is also very important because getting in
and out of the clinic in a faster way is something that patients’ value. Privacy in the waiting room and
through their clinical appointment is another issue. Figure -11 is an example of a waiting room in Chase
Brexton Health Center, Baltimore, MD. Accommodating of families and providing a play area for kids
during waiting time create a comfortable environment for the patient as well as for those who accompany
them.

Figure -11 – More private waiting rooms Source: NBBJ Architect ( October 2018)

Figure 12 is a typical traditional clinic. The physical separation of the provider from support team
is shown on the diagram above. This layout does not support the collaboration and team work. There is a
significant longer travel distance and line of sight from providers room to exam rooms compared with
new layout (fig.13).

12

Figure -12 –Traditional Clinic Souce: PCMH (October 2018)

The clinic model, Figure -13 is an open plan and it changes a lot from the traditional one. There are no
private offices, and no partitions in the bullpen. It has larger exam rooms (Figure. 14) that accommodate
patient and family education and consult. Benefits of this strategy include smaller travel distance for staff
and patients and provide an intimate feeling during their appointment. This arrangement allows for more
flexibility on the exam rooms.21

Figure -13 –New Model Souce: PCMH (October 2018)

Figure -13 – New Model Source: PCMH (October 2018)

21 Bobbitt,

2012
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CHAPTER 3

PRECEDENTS:PATIENT ORIENTED DESIGNS
The precedents that are studied for this thesis are selected based on several principals that are
considered important when designing a medical building. Design principals include privacy concerns
combination of special programs. Chosen buildings are not necessarily the same scale as the proposed
project for this thesis, but their architectural elements have shown positive effects on patients.
Architecture’s role in medical buildings is to help on the healing process of the sick people but with noharm on the environment.

3.1 Variable transparency and transformation of forms - Maison De Verre- Pierre
Chareau, Bernard Bijovet22
Maison de Verre also known as glass house
because of its façade, is designed by Pierre Chareau and
Bernard Bijvoet in Paris in 1932. The very complex
program of this building which consist of a clinic and a
family house, makes it harder to design considering the
privacy concerns. The purpose of this house is to solve
urban problems: a historic ‘town house’; a tenant who
refuse to move out and a doctor who wants to work from

Figure -14 – Maison De Verre- Pierre Chareau, front facade

home.23

Source: Google (October 2018)

The house very much fits the doctor’s personality
and needs of the clinic. dr. Dalcace , the owner was
obsessed with cleanliness, carpets can be removed to
clean, and bathrooms were big, bright and easy to clean.
It provides privacy which was highly a concern on that
Figure -15 –Those columns are holding up the unit.
22
23

Valerie N, Carla G, Kevin P, Stephanie W, 2012
Valerie N, Carla G, Kevin P, Stephanie W, 2012

Source: Google (October 2018)
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time since it was a gynecological clinic and lots of abortion were done in there. The ‘unusual’ program of
this house includes three floors. The ground floor is a medical suite. This restricted space had to include a
doctor’s practice with the waiting room, space for a secretary, an office, consulting rooms in which
patients could be examined by the doctor. On the
second floor, also known as society floor, is the place
where Dr.Jean Dalsace family would welcome their
guests. The third floor which have the service area,
kitchen, laundry, maid’s room had also rooms for the
family to spend their evenings together.
First floor has no bearing walls, only partitions
that divides the secretary and doctors’ offices and the
examinations room. Instead of opaque walls, translucent
screens and bookshelves are used to provide privacy.
The waiting room has a door with its long window onto
the garden. It is an open space designed to be peaceful and

Figure -16 – Waiting Room with a lot of natural light.

functional (Fig.16). High ceilings on the public spaces

Source: Google (October 2018)

emphasized by the diffused light coming through the
glass bricks, impart a feeling of openness.

Figure -17 – Program diagram, Source: Author (October 2018)
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There was a limitation of having only two facades because Maison De Verre is placed in a courtyard
between two existing party walls. This was also another reason why the architect was driven to maximize

Figure -18 – Front elevation-translucent façade

Figure -19 – Back elevation- semitransparent façade. Garden Site

Source: Google (October 2018)

Source: Google (October 2018)

the daylighting. Exposure to natural light has shown to have so many benefits on patient’s health. One
benefit is that it helps lower patients’ anxiety and stress by creating a relaxing environment.
The façade on front elevation is a translucent with glass brick units. There is no opening on the
glass wall on the courtyard side except for a few on the third floor for the maid’s room.. (fig.19)
Behind the house which overlooks a large private garden the treatment is very different. The basic
material is still glass brick, but the house is opened up by windows and projections, bay windows and a
large terrace. Different treatments of the main facades toward the courtyard and private garden create a
better wayfinding. It is easier for user to find the desired location when they know that on one side of
translucent glass is the courtyard and on the side of transparent glass is the garden.
On this project, staircases do not have only one function as way of transition at different
levels, but they provide privacy, set up the tone for transitions between different spaces and functions and
become significant spatial elements. By putting in detachable, foldable or retracting stairs, the architect
was trying to separate the private area from the public one and creating a variable circulation pattern.
Picture below is the grand stair; the metallic staircase which leads to the first floor. It creates ceremonial
moments when members or friends of family go on the second floor. During daytime, the stair can be
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Figure -20 – Stair on the first Floor
Source: Google (October 2018)

Figure -21 – Stair on the first Floor with the screen open.
Source: Google (October 2018)

blocked by pivoting screen (glass with fine transparent mesh) (fig.21) that architect designed to stop
patients to go on the upper floors.

The steel staircase with detachable treads gives the doctor access directly to his office on the first floor.
(fig.22). The other stair is a fold away ladder between the doctor’s wife private room and the bedroom.
(fig.23)

Figure -22 – The steel staircase with detachable
treads Source: Google (October 2018)

Figure -23 – a fold away ladder
Source: Google (October 2018)
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Respecting patient privacy was important even in 1930’s and creating a private space for doctors will
continue to be preferable so they work in peace. Using translucent glass bricks in this project, architect
provided privacy but still air and natural is everywhere. Light, air and openness are what characterizes
this project.

3.2 Mat Building in healthcare - Proposal for a Hospital in Venice- Le Corbusier
Another precedent for the thesis is the unbuilt project of Le Corbusier is a proposed design for a hospital
in Venice, Italy in 1965. Architect’s attempt was to seek an aesthetic harmony with its unique
surroundings of the floating city. 24The letter he wrote to the Mayor of Venice shows his enthusiasm to
create something that would be beneficial for the city, the surroundings and the users. “Mr. Mayor, I
could keep writing you for a long time, but I am destressed thinking that Venice is able, through the
invasion of excess, to become an atrocious swamp like all the cities of north America, south America, and
of Europe. Yes, I have created skyscrapers 220 meters tall, but I have placed them where they had to be
placed. Don’t kill Venice, I beg you.”25 As opposed to typical conception of hospitals built and organized
vertically, this is a horizontal hospital. The Venice Hospital includes three floors, accordingly on the first
level is the general public space, on the second one is the staff and on the third one horizontally spread are
the patient’s unit.

Figure -24 – Venice hospital program , Source: Google (October 2018)
24
25

Le Corbusier's Venice Hospital Project,2001
Le Corbusier's Venice Hospital Project,2001
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Figure -25 – Venice hospital program ‘care unit’
Source: book; Le Corbusier's Venice Hospital Project (October 2018)

The building height set by Le Corbusier was to be only 13.66 meters corresponding to the surrounding
skyline. The design itself replicate the atmosphere of the city. A small city life in the building is created
by integrating paths, central spaces and hanging gardens where the focus is the protection and use of the
environment and the public wellbeing. The plans read as regular series of quadrangular areas, each
structured around a small “square” and connected by axial “street” corridors to the other units in the same
level and to other floors by elongated ramps that ran parallel to the streets. 26

26 Sarkis,

Hashim, Pablo Allard, and Timothy Hyde. 2001
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Figure -26 – patient room section cut
Source: Le Corbusier's Venice Hospital Project (October 2018)

Figure -27 – patient room section cut, mass nodel
Source; Google (October 2018)

Intentionally, patients’ units are designed to be on the last floor. In the patient’s room, natural
light was planned to enter above the patient’s bed, through a glass wall installed in a vaulted roof and
equipped with a manually operated device for obscuring the light.27 Bedridden patients could neither see
the sky nor receive direct light, but the illumination was first reflected and then filtered to create different
colors. The no-façade building on the patient’s floor was to shield them from the stressful urban
environment and the reason why the architect placed them on the upper floor was to separate them from
the ground and avoid train tracks and city noises. Filtered indirect natural light into the care units, would
help to create a healing environment for patients. (fig.26)
The unbuild Venice Hospital applied the Mat Building architecture principles28. It was designed
to resist the continual change in the uses of space over time. Circular organization and construction
systems allowed future extension. This project was driven by the site but the simplicity and usage of
natural light and colors in a very curative way in the patient floor is very well thought by the architect.
Light strategies Le Corbusier used are “factors related to the physiological importance of color on the
spirits of patient”29 .Since the Venice Hospital was never built, it is hard to conclude the efficiency and
comfortability of the spaces and how this hospital would have impacted the plan of the city.

27 Le

Corbusier's Venice Hospital Project, 2001
Débora, and Ana Ábalos Ramos. 2013
29 Le Corbusier's Venice Hospital Project, 2001
28 Domingo-Calabuig,
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3.3 The architecture of Hope- Maggie’s Centers
Maggie Centers are cancer treatment centers that are planned to improve patient’s health through a
unique program and good designs. The beginning of this story starts with the designer of the first cancer
center in UK when in 1993 Maggie Jenks, a landscape architect was diagnosed with terminal cancer.
After learning that she was going to die, she used the time left to think and design spaces that would
contrast with clinical environments. The aim of her work was to inspire hope.
It was after her death where the most prominent names in architecture from Zaha Hadid to Frank
Gehry have designed buildings around United Kingdom bearing her name. The goal of each design is to
lift up patients’ spirit by using architecture30. In last 20 years Maggie’s friend and family had turned her
inspiration into something remarkable helping thousands of people to face the reality of living and dying
with cancer.31 a unique feature of Maggie’s buildings is their non-medical environment, warm and
welcoming spaces that brings together family, diagnosed patients and trained staff.
Maggie’s husband, Charles Jenks, a landscape architect and architectural historian defines these centers as
churches that are not religious, they have got art in it, but they are not museum and houses which are not
homes.
Each Maggie center runs a support program which includes everything from nutrition classes, wig
fitting, emotional support from trained professionals, a welcoming place, a relaxing place where you can
enjoy a cup of tea, to bereavement counselling.

Figure -28 – Cancer care, program of support of Maggie’s Centers Diagram;by author (December 2018)
30 Charles
31 BBC

Jenks
interview
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What is even more unique about the program, is the kitchen table (fig.29) also known as heart of
the building. It is a table where people come together, eat and talk openly about cancer which in the past
was not as usual. By telling other their personal stories, it eases their pain. There are also small areas
where people have a tea, discus and enjoy the nature as the buildings provide lots of outdoor views.

Figure -29 – Cancer care, red color-kitchen Sources; Photographs by Google Diagram; by author (December 2018)

The well-known architect , Norman Foster, a previous cancer patient is also the designer of one of
Maggie’s centers; "This project has a particular personal significance, as I was born in the city and have
first-hand experience of the distress of a cancer diagnosis. I believe in the power of architecture to lift the
spirits and help in the process of therapy." – Lord Foster. Foster’s building in Manchester build in 2016 is
known as the flying wooden airplane and is meant to welcome cancer patient and her families in. High
ceilings look like are reaching the sky, but also small skylighted rooms are provided where people need
more alone time.
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Figure -30 – Norman Foster ‘s building in Manchester, Source: Google (December 2018)

Single story building nicely lit by natural light and combined with natural timber structure (fig.32) makes
it a comfortable interior so much desired by users. Through the integrated glass walls, they can enjoy
healing qualities of nature. Different spaces are defined by the exposed wood beams.

A good reason that Maggie’s Centers keep growing in numbers is that they are very patient oriented.
Patients like bright, light and comfortable interior and outdoors as well. Most of the building are placed in
peaceful gardens where nature is known as a place for people to find healing.

Figure -31 – Norman Foster ‘s building in Manchester, Materials and
structure diagram Source: Google (December 2018)
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Surrounded by outdoors, Frank Gehry’s Dundee Center

in

Scotland is another typical building surrounded by outdoors. It is a white
cottage like building with a distinctive crinkle roof offering a welcoming
sense of tranquility. He based the roof in a Vermeer Painting (fig.31)
which he associated with Maggie. The roofs are pleated rather than just
corrugated. Some of the patients see these building not as great buildings
on the way that they are build but, in the way, that they feel when you go in.
Figure -32– Vermeer Painting,
Source: Google (December 2018)

Figure -33 – Frank Gehry-Scotland Building Source: Google (December 2018)
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Figure -34 – Exterior of Kirkcaldy center, by Zaha Hadid, Source:
Google (December 2018)

Figure -35 – Interior of Kirkcaldy center by Zaha
Hadid, Source: Google (December 2018)

Zaha Hadid’s building in Kirkcaldy, UK, is a small but dramatic building build in 2006. With
the1960’s Kircaldy Hospital on the back and the front façade overlooking the green space, this design
signifies a contrast between exterior and interior. The triangular shaped windows combined with curved
walls and floor to ceiling glass walls maximize natural light and create a brighter space.
All of Maggie’s centers apply the same program but they are unique on their designs. Charles
Jenks states for BBC- “In mathematics, you cannot have twenty different answers, and all be correct, but
with architecture it is interesting because you can have that pluralism of response.” There are 20 centers
open in UK and each design, architecturally “competes” with the previous one. Their goal is to have a
beautiful impact on people with cancer. and on their families. Supporting them in the most critique time
of their life by bringing them closer to nature and fresh air. Spaces are designed to emotionally support
and comfort the ones in need but also attract more volunteers to these centers.
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3.3 Light, Color and Furniture - Paimio Sanatorium- Alvar Aalto32
‘Architectures purpose is to bring the material world into harmony with human life.’

Alvar Aalto
Paimio Sanatorium by Alvar Aalto, located in the region of southwestern Finland, has been
considered an example of International Style in architecture. This design is driven by theories that
emerged in 1800’ that bed rest, clean air and sunshine would help cure the tuberculosis.
The building was completed 1933 and followed by a lot of renovations and changes. Paimio
Sanatorium is placed on an abandoned pine-forest where sick patients would get plenty of fresh air.
Building orientation allows to have lots of sunlight and outdoors views into the patient’s rooms.

Figure -36 – Paimio Sanatorium southward

Figure -37 – Paimio Sanatorium entrance

façade, Source: Google (December 2018)

Source: Google (December 2018)

The program of this building is spread into wings (fig.37); On the A-wing are located the
patient’s rooms and sun terraces and all of them are oriented southwards avoiding the excessive glare of
the afternoon yet receiving enough sunlight. On the East-west direction is positioned B-wing which
includes the common room, work areas and doctor’s treatment rooms. Laundry, Storage, Bakery and
Food preparation are on the C-wing which is the only one that has used both facades to receive the sun.
The boiler and heating plan are positioned on the single-story D-wing. Other supporting program was the
staff housing as new functional solutions of that time and the farm with fresh vegetables that promoted
health.
32Laaksonen.

Esa. Alvar Aalto Architect Vol. 5 Paimio Sanatorium&nbsp;., 2014.
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D-wing

C-wing

B-wing

A-wing
Figure -38 – Paimio Sanatorium ground floor, Source: Alvar Alto Architect Volume 5 (December 2018)

The main staircase in the Entrance Lobby is lit by a window that goes all the way up to the top of
the building. The yellow linoleum flooring on the stairs together with natural lighting produce a warming
sunlight even in winter time. Aalto’s design intent for this building was to build a response of a healing
environment. The ceilings of patients’ rooms were painted in soft tones of dark green, to create a calming
effect for the patients.

Figure -39 – (left) Stairs Source; Google (December 2018)

Figure -40 – (right) Stairs Source; Google (December 2018)
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Attention was paid to the color scheme and lighting conditions of the
patient’s room. The intent was to use indirect rather that artificial lightings.
Low curving window sill are designed to maximize the access of natural
light and using venetian blind to block the direct sunlight. Also, to increase
the amount of natural light, the intermediate floors are canted up and
connected with the top edge of the window. An S-shaped profile was
significant to smooth the rectangular shapes of the room, where floor was
raised to the exterior wall.

Figure -41 – Initial window design Source:
Alvar Alto Architect Volume 5 (December
2018)

Figure -42 – Patient’s room window Source: Alvar Alto
Architect Volume 5 (December 2018)
Figure -43 – South exterior wall section cut Source: Alvar Alto Architect
Volume 5 (December 2018) Diagram; by author
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Through the early stages of the project, Aalto consulted with physicians which makes this a
successful evidence-based design. At the beginning, he designed an inverted L-shaped window. The

Figure -44 – Roof terraces on the upper floor

Figure -45 – Outdoor views from Roof terraces

Source: Google, (December 2018)

Source: Google, (December 2018)

architect emphasized on the documents that such a window for the patient’s room, extending all the way
to the floor, would increase the amount of favorable diagonal light.33 Experts of three doctors considered
the windows impractical and too difficult to clean and recommended higher windows to receive enough
daylight. After the discussion with doctors, Alto changed the shape of the window into rectangular
standard ones. 34
Roof terraces hold another function in this building. They expose patient to more direct sunlight
which was believed to help cure tuberculosis. They were designed to help patients get more exposure to
sunlight as the cure for tuberculosis. Cast reinforced terraces that afford views over the tops of woods
were designed for outdoor sunbathing, with plenty of fresh air.
Aalto’s office also designed standard drawings for fixed and movable furniture He was assigned
to design all furniture’s of the sanatorium. The furniture’s are a result of method and material combined
to produce something that would last and was better for the human touch. Furniture of Paimio Sanatorium
are easy to clean and flexible. Most of the furniture in Paimio Sanatorium are thought to be massively
produced.

33 Laaksonen.
34 Laaksonen.

Esa. Alvar Aalto Architect Vol. 5 Paimio Sanatorium&nbsp;., 2014.
Esa. Alvar Aalto Architect Vol. 5 Paimio Sanatorium&nbsp;., 2014.
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Figure -46 – Chair drawings Source:

Figure -47 – Chairs, massively produced

Alvar Alto Architect Volume 5

Source: Alvar Alto Architect Volume 5 (December 2018)

Nowadays, design strategies that support well-being and recovery of people but not necessarily
tuberculosis, are similar to the ones that Aalto applied on the sanatorium over eighty years ago.
Sanatorium is seen as a modern architecture model that employed technology.
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CHAPTER 4
BENEFITS OF A COMBINED PROGRAM
As mentioned above in the introduction , there is a need for rethinking ambulatory care delivery.
I envision, after studying the literature reviews and precedents, an innovative approach to deliver
healthcare in clinics. Combining critical community activities with standard clinical facility has shown to
have its benefits on treating and healing patients.35 Rather than going to a clinic environment, older
patients may benefit to coming into more relaxed community setting. This might be a way to engage
lonely aged people through the clinic but also help other age ranges within the community gather together
and raise their awareness of what is happening nearby. Community resources such as a gym, a hangout
space or consultation rooms, can also help to manage chronic diseases. In US, chronic diseases such as
diabetes, cancer and obesity are on the rise.36 But this mixture of program can also care for people with
uncurable disease. By creating a therapeutic environment37, aim of this setting is to provide patients with a
calm and comfortable experience.
The physical and emotional welfare of healthcare professionals decreases when they work and
live in a stressed environment. According to researches, combining community program with clinic
setting can ease workload on clinical staff and help them deliver better care.38 It is also beneficial for
caregivers/ medical staff to know that their loved one as their kids or parents are spending time in a safe
and caring environment.

35 Bristol

Aging Better
Thomas. 2017
37 Carr F. Robert. 2018
38 Hsu, Clarisa. 2018
36 Beaton,
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Figure -48 – Path of a patient in a doctor visit, Source: by author (January 2019)

This diagram shows a usual path of a patient to a doctor’s appointment. Knowing how to manage time in a busy
world is important. The diagram shows how medical programs may overlap with the community program: for
example, fitness center, gym and yoga can help to treat depression and anxiety to patients. Also, emotional
support classes can help to improve well-being of community. By accessing these semi-medical -community
programs , people in most cases can prevent themselves from getting sick. Generally, a doctor’s visit takes up to
90 minutes. But there are other cases where it may take longer, this mix of program can help to reduce tension of
patients while waiting but also spend a quality time in the building.
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CHAPTER 5
ROLE OF ARCHITECTURE IN HEALTHCARE

5.1 Light
As medicine is moving toward evidence-based medicine, aim of this thesis is to improve the
design of ambulatory care and make those facilities less stressful for patients, families and clinicians by
using the benefits that architecture offer. The Center for Health Design (CHD) defines EBD as “the
deliberate attempt to base building decisions on the best available research evidence with the goal of
improving outcomes and of continuing to monitor the success or failure for subsequent decision-making.”
39

Some of the evidence that can be mentioned are that physical environment can lower patient stress, help

to decrease the medical errors and reduce stress of other users.
Elements of nature such as natural light and ventilation benefit patient’s health, increase family
satisfaction and augment the quality of care delivery by the medical staff. Hospitals are also known as
huge energy consumers and by introducing natural light when needed, considerable energy may be saved.
Also, nature can help to lower the medical errors as well. Based to a study by John Hopkins Medicine40 in
2016, medical errors are the third top causes of death in US after heart disease and cancer. Stressful
physical condition in the work environments of healthcare employees is a major problem that needs to be
solved. Along with distraction during work and frequent interruption, lightning levels can be expected to
increase medical mistakes too. According to a research by Roger Ulrich; ‘The Role of the Physical
Environment in the Hospital of the 21st Century: A Once-in-a-Lifetime Opportunity’, providing
workplaces with windows and access to daylight has shown to increase staff satisfaction and effectiveness
in care delivery. As light levels increase, so does the performance on visual tasks. 41

39 Malkin,
40 John

Jain, 2012.
Hopkins Medicine. 2016

41 Boyce,

Hunter, & Howlett, 2003
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Studies show that exposure to bright light improves circadian rhythms and sleep. Following that,
exposure to morning outdoor light, commonly referred to as the bright light, is more effective to reduce
depression than evening light.42

5.2 New Hospital Tower Rush University Medical Center 43
An 800000 square foot hospital is built in Chicago in 2012 by Perkins+Wills Architects, marking
a new entrance to the city. The new hospital is home to new diagnostic and treatment facilities adjacent to
the old existing hospital. The old and the new addition connect together through a 3-story volume. The
multi-story entry pavilion provides and entry at ground floor and an accessible green roof on top. This
design offers natural light into wood finishes interior through skylights and a terrarium. The sculptural
element allows natural light in and brings in a little of outdoor life by housing plant life and a few trees
without contaminating the environment.

Figure -49 – Green roof, source Steve hall/Hedrich
Blessing (December 2018)

Figure -51 – Entrance Pavilion, Section Cut source Steve
hall/Hedrich Blessing (December 2018)

42 Ulrich,

Roger,2004
2013

43 Archdaily,

Figure -50 – Terrarium, inside view 1
source Steve hall/Hedrich Blessing (December 2018)

Figure -52 – Terrarium, inside view 2 source Steve hall/Hedrich
Blessing (December 2018)
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5.3 The Lunder Building, Massachusetts General Hospital 44
Lunder Building is the addition of 530 000 square foot of the Massachusetts General hospital located in
Boston, MA. It was built to respond to the growing needs of MGH. A five-story patient towers sits on a new 14story building. Along with other design goals on the patient’s floors, was to maximize daylight and reduce travel
distance for medical staff. Full-glass sliding doors on patient rooms block out noise but still allow exposure to
natural light. Peaceful atmosphere in a 5-story garden atrium (fig.51) are full of natural light and large hanging
plants provide tranquil views. I visited the hospital in a sunny autumn day and most of the public circulation, and
patients’ rooms were lit with full of natural light.
Also , what I noticed, is the main building with main entrance. It gave me the impression of a big gate to
the hospital campus. This represents a good wayfinding; make it easier for patient to find the entrance from
outside.
Providing access to daylight for everyone in the building was challenging for NJJB architecture firm (fig. 50).

Figure -53 – Patient tower floor plan design source: NBBJ architecture firm (January 2019)

44 http://www.nbbj.com/work/massachusetts-general-hospital-lunder-building/
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Figure -54 – Atrium, interior ‘garden’ source: NBBJ

Figure -55 – Second floor corridor connection

architecture firm (January 2019)

Source; by author (January 2019)

5.4 North Community Hospital
In general, healthcare buildings lack natural light to the indoors because of the multi-story buildings and
wide floor plans. Providing privacy to patients might be a reason why buildings are not fully natural lit. Another
reason, which relates directly with architecture, is floor plan organization; most of hospitals in big cities are
placed in high rise building where it’s very difficult to bring light in the center.
North Community Hospital in Indianapolis, Indiana build in 2007 is a modern hospital that has integrated
sustainable and healthcare art inside the building. It is one of the few hospitals in US that has incorporated
Luminous SkyCeilings to long corridors.
Luminous SkyCeiling45 are ceiling photographic sky that simulates nature. They can be incorporated in other
healthcare facilities as clinics, waiting areas or dental offices. According to a study by Texas Tech University
published in 2015, this type of hospital art soothes and relaxes patients, makes people happy and improves health
outcomes.46

45 SkyFactory
46 Pati,

Debajyoti Freier Patricia O'Boyle Michael Amor Cherif , Valipoor Shaboo, 2016
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Figure -56 – (top) Shades of light through the day Source;
Luminous SkyCeiling (January 2019)
Figure -57 – long corridor lighted by SkyCeilings Source; Luminous
SkyCeiling (January 2019)

The impact that natural light and fresh air has on patient’s health is not compared with this type of
installation, but when there is no access to natural light as lower levels that happens to be located half
underground this could be a good solution.

5.5 Use of Color
There are many studies on the impact of color in healthcare facilities and the way people
experience them in such spaces. . However, there is still lack of evidence asserting health outcomes from
the application of specific colors for sick and healthy people experience the space. Healthcare facilities
include many different types of activity ranging from places to heal, work and rest. Many functional uses
of colors should be considered because in these spaces one will find children, young, aged, sick and
healthy people with an array of different needs. For example; children prefer green and blue colors;
teenagers prefer light colors and creative designs (fig 58); elder people find bright colors more relaxing in
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environments than pastels.47 According to Park’s research,48 white is the less preferred color by all ages
as this color makes the interior look more institutional. Also, for aging eyes, when all surfaces (walls,
floors) are white, it reduces visual perception and it may lead to falls. Fig 59 shows a combination of light
bright colors in a senior center.

Figure -59 SEACREST VILLAGE RETIREMENT
COMMUNITY -SAN DIEGO source; Steve
McClelland (January 2019)

Figure -58 RANDALL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
AT LEGACY EMANUEL source: Craig Collins
(January 2019)

All design considerations below are taken from research; The Application of Color in Healthcare
Settings by Jain Malkin, Rosalyn Cama, Sheila J. Bosch and Eve Edelstein. There are several design
considerations when starting to design a healthcare building that relate with color;
-Age and gender of people who will use the space.
-Light and color of surfaces should not reflect onto patients.
- Dark surface opposite to windows absorb the natural light.
-Typical time length exposed to color.
-Type of users; patients, family, community, staff
-Warm colors are often favored in Northern climates.
-The perception of clean as it is very important in healthcare.
47 Malkin,
48 JG,

Jain, 2012

Park. 2009
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-Visual illusion; different color patterns can create perceptions that does not exist as expanding,
shortening or widening the true image.
-Dark window frames walls can eyestrain and headaches.
-Wayfinding; Color is not used only to provide comfortability to people but also assists in
wayfinding. Color when well used may play a role helping sick and healthy people to orient. When used,
it should be very noticeable. (figure 60. blue light colors indicate the entrances to different medical
department, same on 58, light blue indicates the reception area where people check in.
-In creative activity spaces, red and yellows are preferred, they encourage less distraction; quiet spaces
may prefer greens and blues to increase alertness.

Figure -60 – (left) UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER OF
PRINCETON AT PLAINSBORO Source: Richard Titus
January 2019)
Figure -61 – Argyros Ambulatory Center at Eisenhower
Medical Center; Source; Ed Lacasse (January 2019)

Pictures below are images from waiting area in three different hospitals; noticeable design elements are natural
light, calm colors, natural materials as wood and plantings. These elements create relaxing spaces and lower
patients’ tension.
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Figure -63 – Dartmouth Hitchcock Hospital, NH

Figure -62 – RANDALL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL AT
LEGACY EMANUEL Source: Nick Merrick
(January 2019)

Source: author, (august 2018)

Figure -64 – Lunder building, MGH Source: author (January 2019)
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CHAPTER 6
SITE SELECTION
The site I have selected for this thesis is located in the city of Claremont, New Hampshire. Living
in Claremont for almost three years, I noticed that this town was facing some population declines and was
also curios to learn what might be the causes and what might be a solution to bring this small town back
to life. Also, as my husband works as a physician of one the main hospital of Claremont , I was more
familiar with the healthcare environment created in this town.
The small town of Claremont is home to a population of 13000 people. Claremont has a cold and
temperate climate with very nice summers and cold winters. Lots of rivers, (Connecticut River on the
west border), waterfalls and recreation areas make the town enjoyable through all seasons.
Manufacturing, Healthcare & Social Assistance are the two main economy drivers in town.
This town has a main hospital (Valley Regional Hospital) which is more of a healthcare center and twenty
self-standing outpatient clinics in different specialties nearby.

Figure -65 – Red Color-Selected Site, Google Map,( February 2019)
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Also looking into other significant statistics of Claremont, the site looks as a promising place to bring
together the program of community facilities integrated with ambulatory settings.
Significant statistics relevant to healthcare and community:49
-Opioid death rate
New Hampshire is the second state with the highest opioid death rate with 38.5 deaths per 100 000
people. -Population Decline
0.41% decline.
-Poverty rate
13.3% of the population in Claremont live below the poverty line. Rural context of small town may also
contribute to these problems.
Population
13 000 people and 12600 white residents
As of 2016, 99% of Claremont, NH residents were US citizens.
Geography
The city is bordered to the west by the Connecticut River, east by Newport, north by town of Cornish and
south by Unity. They are all part of the Sullivan County. The Sugar River that empties into Connecticut
River flows through the center of Claremont.
Arts and culture
Claremont has a rotary-style town square with Broad Street Park on center containing war monuments.
Education
3 elementary schools, 1 middle school, 1 high school, higher education; 2 community colleges
Transportation
Drove alone is most common method for travel, flowed by Carpooling and walking. Also, Claremont
provides public transport to everyone through The SCS Transportation Program.
Military
Claremont, NH has 808 military personnel who served in wars.
Healthcare
49 Data

USA , 2017
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70 Primary care physicians for every 100 000 people
40 dentists for every 100 000 people
175 mental health professionals for every 100 000 people
47 other providers for 100 000 people.
Around 20 clinics in town.
Attraction point
River
Downtown Center
6.1 History50
The goal of this thesis for this site is
to offer a new program that
community needs by redeveloping
the old buildings while preserving
their character.

Another

reason

why the program of this thesis can
be a good fit for this site , is
because Claremont has a rich
history of Mill Factory buildings.

Figure -66 – Claremont Downtown (Source: google February 2019)

Architecture history of Claremont
itself is very rich with various styles dating from Early Colonial style in 1700s to contemporary styles of
nowadays. But what makes most of the history of this city is Claremont Monadnock Mills. This place
now is known as historic district of Claremont and is located close to the center of town. Selected site is
part of this district. The first building of 37 buildings was constructed in 1830’s and the last one dates in
1915. By 1920, buildings were laid in a two-tenths of a mile across the center of the city and down to both
sides of sugar river. Machinery building had the biggest impact in town for about nine decades till the
50

http://www.claremontnh.com/city-center/Historic-District.aspx
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beginning of technology advancements in 1983. It was the largest employer for community. Monadnock
mill produced some of the nation’s best quilts, linen, cotton fabrics. Two devastating fires, one in 1979
and another in 1981 destroyed some of the buildings and some of the others are not in use as they are too
damaged from fire.

Figure -67 – Monadnock mill Co Source:

Figure -68 – Remaining buildings from Monadnock Mill

Library Of Congress ( February 2019)

Source: author, revit ( February 2019)

Building selected for this thesis is building 21. It was built to the river bank in 1905. This building
housed manufacturing gear and tool cuttings for almost seven decades.

Figure -70 – Photographs from 1968, Source:
Library Of Congress ( February 2019)

Figure -69 – Monadnock mill Co. Source:
Library Of Congress ( February 2019)
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Figure -71 – Existing Elevation, Source; author ( February 2019)
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6.2 Site analysis

Figure -72 – Site analysis Source: author,( March 2019)
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Neighboring buildings on site are mostly residential which also makes the building more easily accessible
by community. South-East, walking distance is the center of town with retails, restaurants and offices.
The aim of this clinic is to provide community with physical care but also emotional care. The adjacent
buildings to the site as the churches or Community service center have been helping and supporting
people for years in Claremont and supposedly their program will be well integrated with the clinic as
well.
Community friendly-related activities around the building are:
•

Make art Center across the street

•

St Mary’s roman catholic church

•

Grace River Church

•

Southwestern Community Services.

•

Visitor Center

The site of this project is located close to downtown, which means that most of attractions as restaurants,
retail stores, town hall, churches, book store and old churches, are within a walking distance.

Figure -73 – St Mary’s roman catholic church and Grace River Church Source:
Google,( February 2019)
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Figure -74 – Visitor Center, Source: author,(
February 2019)

The building is positioned in a thermal belt created by two
slopes. The belts warmer air protects this zone from having
damages from frost during the winter season.
Another unique design element are the existing bridges that
were used before as connection points from two sides of this
industrial zone. Now they can still connect one side of the
town with the other side.
As building is built in a slope topography,
South-West façade provide less views to outdoor because it
is two floors underground

Figure -75 – Site analysis 1 Source: author,( March 2019)

This bridge was build in 1850’s to connect groups of mill building from both sides of Sugar river. Now is
a pedestrian bridge for community.

Figure -76 – Images from site Source: author,( March
2019)
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The word cloud above is a visual summary of a response of what residents of Claremont like about the
town, the survey is taken in 2017 by City Planning of Claremont. 51

Figure -77 – WorldCloud, Source: city of Claremont official website,( March 2019)

There are some existing pathways on the other side of the site (north-east), but I am proposing a new
pathway that will connect bridges, main roads and the building.

Figure -78 – River bank, Source: author,( March 2019)

It is important to study the flow of patient in other clinics around the town of Claremont but also in a
larger radius. Healthcare system allows patients to choose their clinic and also change them if they desire.
But also doctors exchange can improve healthcare quality and make care more efficient.

Figure -79– Other clinics Diagram, Source: author,(

Figure -80 – Other clinics Diagram Map, Source; Author( February 2019)

March 2019)

51

City Of Claremont, 2017
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The diagram on the left (fig.80) Other clinics Diagram shows different clinics of Claremont and their
various architectural style. On the right, this mapping of hospitals in other towns nearby Claremont, help
to understand by which medical centers doctors and
patients can be exchanged.
Valley regional hospital is the major healthcare care
center in Claremont. It is imagined that the
proposed

clinic

would

(inpatient/emergency/urgent

care

have

direct

services)

or

indirect connection with the main hospital. So,
Figure -81 – Paths to Main hospital, Source: author, (March

through the site analyses process it was important
to study the circulation.

2019)

Sited in a 5.5-acre land, the building is a three-story height laying 380 ft long to the bank river and 140 ft
wide. It is built in 30ft high slope where topography will affect the design.

Figure -82 – Red Color-Selected Site, Google
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The unique position of building on site , allows people to enter it from three levels as it is showed from
diagram on figure 83.

Figure -83 –Outdoor circulation
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CHAPTER 7
DESIGN
As mentioned on the site analysis chapter, the selected building for this thesis is an existing building built
in 1905. It served to hold heavy machineries in the early years and now it is a storage for big cars and
boats thru fall and winter season.
Some decisions needed to be taken before starting the design as:
•

The new design keeps the old steel structure but with some changes when needed and allowed.

Building has a very rectangular shape (420ft
by 140 ft), long north-east elevation faces
the river.

Figure -84 – Structural grid

•

Two adjacent buildings on site are not in good conditions, they are in the historic district zone,
but they are not built during the industrial time and don’t have the same architectural style as the
others. So, I decided to demolish them and open the site to more outdoor recreation spaces.

Figure -61 – Red Color-Selected Site, Google

Figure -85 – Site
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The steel structure can also be seen from these interior photographs of the existing conditions in 1950s.

Figure -86 – Existing conditions , Source: Library of Congress,( February 2019)

7.1 New design
Since this thesis seeks to create pleasant indoors and outdoors spaces for patients that access the clinic
only for the day, the selected site is surrounded with natural features as river, trees and pathways. It is still
easily accessible by vehicles through the main roads that go in to town.
This thesis presents an adaptive reuse project which is going to be used for a different program of what
was designed for. As complex as it is , this program also allows combining of clinic and the community
resources together.
The following diagrams show my ideas on the program, how these two programs can overlap. There are
also many strict rules of privacy and exposure to natural light on the clinic space that needed to be
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considered. As for example, building should provide privacy to patients , especially on exam rooms. Also,
because procedures in surgery rooms require specific lightings, natural light is not necessary.

Figure -87 – Bubble Diagram, program relation and program list. Map,( February 2019)
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OUTPATIENT CLINIC
Office
Nurse Asst. Room
Doctors office
Small Exam Room
Large Exam Room
Reception and waiting room
Meeting Room
X-Ray
Surgery room
Lab
Kitchen
Server Room / Closet
Collab room
Relaxing area for staff
Bathroom
Circulation
TOTAL AREA
COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Reception
Workshops/family activities
Musical Entertainment
Kitchen/Caffe
Teens educational
Postpartum/birthing/nb Class
Informative session
Single Parent Support
Gym & Yoga
Painting Classes
Offices
Meeting Room
Storage
Day-care
Co-working Group Meeting
Bathroom
Circulation
TOTAL AREA

AREA
11x20 = 220
12 x 12= 144
12x 12=144
12x12 = 144
17 x 12 = 204
42 x 82 = 3444
24 x 23= 552
12 x 12 =144
46 x 60 = 2760
24x 23 = 552
34x 12=408
24x 23=552
60x70=
60x12=
13x23=

NR.
4
2
4
5
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

TOTAL AREA
880
288
567
720
1224
3444
552
144
2760
552
408
552
4200
720
598
17609

10 X 14 = 140
15 X 20 =300
15 X 20 =300
40 X 60 =2400
10 X 20 =200
15 X 25 =375
10 X 20 =200
10 X 20 =200
40 X 40 =1600
20 X 30 =600
12 X 10 =120
15 X 20 =300
4 X 6 =24
40 X 60 =2400
40 X 40 =1600
7 X 8 =56

2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
4
1
6
1
1
6
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240
600
300
2400
200
375
400
200
3200
600
480
300
144
2400
1600
336

Simultaneously I started to explore the possibilities of opening building to the views or toward the main
vehicular circulation or maximizing natural light as much as the existing rectangular shape and
orientation allows.

Figure -88 – Shape exploration( March 2019)

With this scheme model , I was intending to bring in natural light and testing different strategies as,
skylight and voids in floor plates.

Figure -89 – Shape exploration 1 ( March 2019)

7.2 Concept
The circulation concept on this project is to create an inside movement that would allow people to move
around the building by letting them enjoy while partaking in various activities that benefit in their wellbeing. Instead of having a centered circulation, this design proposes an off-centered one. Circulation
elements such as wrap-around ramps and stairs are designed and positioned so people do not use them
only to bring them in different destinations inside the building but also to let them interact more with it.
As for example stairs turn into steps to sit on and enjoy the indoor activities, have an alone time, or ‘sit by
the river’ inside the building.
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Figure -90 – Concept and indoor circulation Diagram , Source; Author, (March 2019)

7.3 First Floor
The unique position of the building on site allows for more than one entrance. Building can be accessed
on the first floor from two entrances. One from the North-West where there are outside handicap parking
spaces and the other is from the bridge for pedestrians on the North-East. On the first floor I decided to
put the clinic because it is easier to provide privacy, and still create spaces with full natural light for staff
and patients. There is public and private circulation on this level. People can use the stairs on the northwest entrance or ramp on the North-east entrance to bring them on the upper levels.
As for the program, it has the required spaces a clinic needs; waiting rooms, reception areas, exam
rooms, doctors’ and administrations’ offices, a meeting room only for staff, labs, x-rays, a small surgery
room, nurse training room, a small kitchen for staff, public and private restrooms. Also, I am introducing
a Collab working space for medical staff where they share their ideas. Collab spaces have shown to
improve quality of healthcare delivery and also eases the work of medical staff as well.
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Figure -91 – First Floor

7.4 Second Floor:
Second floor is more flexible on the program: it has a gym and yoga, educational classes and informative
sessions that will be supporting the clinic on the medical aspect. A gathering/activity space and also a
lecture hall for community, painting classes open to public facing river side, and a day care that will be
for staff’s children but also as a 2-hour day care for patients with kids. It is hard for parents with young
children to see the doctor while having their kids with them so this 2-hour program will be very helpful to
them. The entrance from outside is on the South-East side.
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Figure -92 -Second Floor

7.5 Third Floor:
Third floor has the most public spaces on the building. It is directly accessible from the main road on the
South-West. Program on the third level includes the reception desk and lobby, some renting co-working
spaces for community, a coffee/pastry for families to enjoy. Once users are on the lobby , they have a
clear view where they want to go. They can see the path of ramps or stairs from all around the building.
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Figure -93 – Third Floor

The axonometric diagram shows the vertical circulation and also how entrances relate with the ground
levels.

Figure -94 – Axonometric Diagram
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Figure -95 – Section 1

The section above shows the activity area on the second floor. On the third floor is the cafe and pastry
that has views to the river.
This cross section, (fig.96)shows the waiting area for patients, Collab-working space for medical staff.
This section is also a good diagram that tells how building itself can serve as “a bridge” that connects to
sides of town.

Figure -96 –Section 2

The long section shows most of the program and activities inside and outside the building.

Figure -97 –Section 3
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Another design decision was to retain the old elevations because of their cultural and historic importance.
It is played with the opening of the façade when was needed as for example to provide more views to the
outdoor or to emphasize the entrances in three elevations. Also, more typical windows where added on
South-east and South-west elevations because there were no windows.

Figure -61 – Red Color-Selected Site, Google

Figure -98 –Elevations
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I mentioned on concept diagram that stairs at some point would serve as sittings. The stair on figure 99
bring people in different levels but also is a good place for them to stop and enjoy the river views.

Figure -99 – Perspective 1

Figure -100 – Perspective 2
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Figure -101 – Perspective 3

Figure -102 – Perspective 4
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Figure -103 – Perspective 5

Figure -104 – Mass model images
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Figure -105 – Perspective 6

Figure -106 – Perspective 7
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Figure -107 – Mass model images 1

Site Plan
Claremont has a long winter, but spring, summer and fall seasons are nice. This design offers to
community outdoors seating close to the river and a playground are for kids and also other outdoor family
activities as picnics. The new site plan provides patients on the entrance level with few handicap
parking’s.

Figure -108 – Site Plan
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
The final design was presented on April 12 in front of a group of diverse critics. This project got
many positive comments on the spatial qualities the building proposes and on using adaptive reuse
strategies to connect well-being spaces into community-centered and wellness oriented spaces while
preserving the original historic character of the site. This project sets itself up in Claremont to test its
premises. The site is easily accessible and attracts new patients and doctors but can also be a prototype for
other ventures of the same kind in New England. North-east is one of the regions that has the highest
number of mill buildings in US. Most of the mills have potential for conversion. I believe architects
should find ways to bring these buildings back to life. Working with an existing building implied making
decision that influence on design. I decided to demolish two small neighboring buildings, while
preserving the envelope of other existing big building on site. I foresee further development possibilities
on the design as follow:
•

Think about the efficiency of the circulation, as for example wide ramps can also transfer to other
spaces and functions.

•

The possibilities of other community and medical program that can mix together as more we see
hospitals shifting to outpatient clinics.

•

Studying further the existing condition of the envelope, structure, slabs, etc.; how to make this
place not only a healthcare center for community but also as a healing force for earth by using
sustainable strategies in the envelope.

•

Assuming the impact of new technologies on healthcare facilities; programs that would lose
function with the invention of new technologies.

A major point discussed during the review was how the building can be a bridge that connects two river
sides, thereby connecting the community at many scales. For now, building proposes a connection
through existing bridges but how that can be more visible and directly accessible to the community. I
think the next step would be to explore how some parts of the building can bring nature in by some sorts
of interior landscaping or

carving into the envelope of the building. As the original intention of this
68

thesis was to explore combination of programs; this community health clinic aims at filling the gap
between the community and healthcare through an architectural intervention. By integrating community,
patients, doctors and staff this thesis takes a step forward to decentralizing the healthcare.
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APPENDIX
ORAL DEFENSE PRESENTATION BOARDS
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